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Abstract-Multiple resolution analysis of images is a current trend 
in computer vision. In most cases, only spatial resolution has been con- 
sidered. However, image resolution has an additional aspect: gray level, 
or color, resolution. Color resolution has traditionally been considered 
in the area of computer graphics. 

By defining a suitable measure for the comparison of images, changes 
in resolution can be treated with the same tools as changes in color 
resolution. A  gray tone image, for example, can be compared to a half- 
tone image having only two colors (black and white), but of higher 
spatial resolution. 

An important application can be in pyramids, one of the most com- 
monly used multiple (spatial) resolution schemes, where this approach 
provides a tool to change the color resolution as well. Increasing color 
resolution while reducing spatial resolution to retain more image de- 
tails and prevent aliasing is an example of the possibility to find optimal 
combinations of resolution reduction, spatial and color, to best fit an 
application. 

Index Terms-Computer graphics, computer vision, image digitiza- 
tion, image resolution. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The process of image digitization: creating a digital picture from 
a continuous image, involves two stages. One stage is image sam- 
pling, which determines the spatial resolution of a picture, and the 
second is image quantization, which determines the gray-level res- 
olution at each pixel [6], [7]. Each of these stages had been treated 
separately, and multiresolution approaches in computer vision [8] 
as well as in signal processing [2] consider only spatial resolution. 

A  method introduced earlier to measure distances between his- 
tograms [lo] is the basis to a unified treatment of spatial and gray- 
level resolution. This measure has also been found useful for re- 
duction of gray-level resolution [3], and in this paper we present 
its applicability to the change of spatial resolution as well. 

The ability to manipulate both spatial and gray-level resolutions 
can be very useful in several computer vision applications. Many 
pyramid algorithms, for example, use the effect that objects arbi- 
trarily far away in the image eventually become local at one of the 
pyramid’s levels. But spatial resampling usually has aliasing effects 
which introduce information not in the original image. These 
aliasing effects can be greatly reduced by increasing the color rcs- 
olution while decreasing the spatial resolution. In other applica- 
tions, if resolution is being reduced for compression purposes, it 
is beneficial to consider for a given compression rate the best com- 
bination of resolution reduction in both space and gray level. 

In Section II, we introduce a graph-theoretical definition of the 
basic measure used. This will be followed by application to spatial 
resampling in Section III, and gray-level requantization in Section 
IV. Section V  presents a hybrid treatment of space and gray-level 
resolutions. 
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II. D ISTANCE BETWEEN PICTURES 
A  picture will be represented by a set of piwels in the plane. Each 

pixel can have a gray level in the range [ 0, . . . , N 1, and is rep- 
resented by Npebbles. When the gray-level of pixel i is gi we as- 
sume that pixel i has g, “white” pebbles and N - g, “black” peb- 
bles. A  picture is then regarded as a collection of pebbles, some 
white and some black, which are placed on the plane only at pixel 
locations, exactly N pebbles per pixel. 

A  matching OAB is a one to one mapping between the pictures A  
and B, i.e., each pebble of A  is matched to a pebble of B  having 
the same color. A  matching is therefore defined only between pic- 
tures with same number of black (and white) pebbles, pictures with 
equal sums of gray level. 

The cost of a matching OAB, 4 : Oas + +, is a function from 
matchings to the nonnegative real numbers. Examples of reason- 
able cost functions for matchings are CCa,,h,)EB,,B /a, - b, 1; C(a, - 
b,)*; h.fu.~ { I a, - b, 1 } where /a, - b, / is the distance between the 
locations of pebbles a, and b,. A  matching OAB can be regarded as 
an algorithm to change picture A  into picture B: for each (a,, b, ) E  
BAB, move pebble a, E  A  to the location of b,. The cost of this single 
pebble move is j a, - b, (. The cost of the matching can be regarded 
as the cost of the entire transformation of A  and B, and is computed 
from the costs of individual movements in one of the three ways 
described earlier (sum, sum of squares, or max). 

Let 8 be the set of all matchings between pictures A  and B, and 
let 0 E  8 be of minimal cost. This minimal cost matching will be 
called the transformation of A  and B, and the cost d( eAB) will be 
called the match-distance between A  and B  and denoted by p (A, 
B). The transformation is not always unique, and in such cases can 
be chosen arbitrarily from all minimal cost candidates. The match- 
distance is unique with respect to the cost function $. 

When two pictures have same number of pixels as well as peb- 
bles. it is enough to consider the white pebbles only. Let (a,, b,) 
be a pair of white pebbles in the minimal matching, designating a 
move of one white pebble from a, to B,. As each pixel has N peb- 
bles, there is a minimal matching with a black pebble from the 
location of b, moved back to the location of a,. (a,, b,) E  OAB can 
therefore be regarded as an exchange of a white pebble from the 
location of a, and a black pebble from the location of b,, leaving 
the total number of pebbles at each pixel unchanged. 

Example: We will compute the distance p = C la, - b, 1 for the 
following three pictures: 

The numbers at the above example represent the gray level, or 
the number of white pebbles, at a pixel. 

The minimal matchings of white pebbles are 

Q.f? = {((l.O), (O.O,>> ((1, 11, (1, I,>? ((1,2), (2.2))) 
f&./i = {(CO. 01, (0, l,>, ((1, 11, (1. l,), ((2.21, (2, 1))) 

$,,, = {(W). (0. I,)> ((1, I), (1. I,), ((1,2), (2, 1))) 

O,,,, specifies that in order to changef; into f2 the white pebble at 
location ( 1, 0) is exchanged with the black pebble at location (0, 
0), nothing happens at the center location ( 1, 1 ), and the white 
pebble at location ( 1, 2) is exchanged with the black pebble at 
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location (2, 2 ). The cost of each exchange is 2 (moving two peb- 
bles at distance of 1 each), yielding the total cost of p (f2, fi) = 4 
and p ( f,, f3) = 4 &. Using regular vector distance all three pic- 
tures are equally far apart, but using the match-distance yields larger 
distance between f, and fi. This result is in better agreement with 
our intuitive notion of distance between pictures. 

III. SPATIAL RESAMPLING 

In spatial resampling, given a set X = {x, } of original pixels, 
and another set of pixels Y = { y,} (the target picture), distribute 
the gray levels (“pebbles”) from the pixels of X to the pixels of 
Y, so that the picture Y is as similar as possible to the picture X. 
W e  move white as well as black pebbles, and as Y should be a 
picture too, each of its pixels receives equal number of pebbles. 

As in all resampling methods, we assume that the gray level at 
a pixel :\; is a linear combination of the gray levels of pixels x,, 
with weights u’,, 

G(y,) = c  w,,G(x,). 
/ 

The cost of this resampling transformation is computed as follows. 
As each pixel x, has N pebbles, the cost of contributing w,, of them 
to ?; is N . w,, . d,, where d, is the distance between x, and y,. The 
total cost of the resampling transformation, under the sum cost, is 

N . c  . c  w,, . d,. 
1 / 

W e  wish to minimize the above cost, while maintaining the follow- 
ing conditions: 

1) The pixels in X contribute all their pebbles, i.e., 

c  w,, = 1. 
i 

2) All pixels of Y receive equal number of pebbles, 
(Xl . N/l Yl. i.e., 

c  It-,, = # 
I 

where ( Xi is the number of pixels in the picture X. 
3) The gray level of pixel y, depends more on pixels x, that are 

closer to it than on further ones. 
W e  will find the coefficients of the transformation by using linear 

programming. As we move complete pebbles, we need the coeffi- 
cients rt’,, to be integers. W e  can get this by normalizing the coef- 
ficients and rewriting the linear program with coefficients T,, as fol- 
lows: 

Minimize the cost c  c  T,, . d!, 
1 / 

such that for each x, c  f-i, = I yl 

and for each y, cr,): lx/. 
/ 

Solving the above linear program for the T,,‘s, we can compute the 
white pebbles at Y (the gray levels) by G( ;) = C, r,, . G(x,). 
G(?;) is now in the range [0, . . , N . 1X(]. If we wish to 
normalize the gray levels of Y to be in the range of [O. . . . , N ] 
as in X, we can normalize G( ?;) 

G’(?;) = 
c  r,, G(x,) 

I4 
In Section V, we will discuss the case where we wish to change 

the gray-level range of the target image as well as its size. 
For the pairwise distance d,, between points x, and y, we can use 

different measures, like the city-block, chess-board, or Euclidean 
distances. 

A property of this linear program is that there is always a min- 

Fig. I. Examples for spatial resampling. The original image, size 128 X 
128, is at the center, Other images are with sides of l/2, 2/3, 3/2, and 
2 t imes the side of the original picture. 

imum in which all the rr, are integer. This follows from the fact 
that the matrix of the equalities is unimodular, as it describes a 
bipartite graph between the pebbles of X and Y [4]. 

An example of this method for the expansion and contraction of 
pictures is shown in Fig. 1. Although in Fig. 1 all images are on a 
rectangular grid, the change of scale is arbitrary, and is not re- 
stricted by integral multiplications. The method is also not re- 
stricted to regular grids, and is defined on any two sets of pixels. 
If can transform a square grid, for example, into an hexagonal grid, 
log polar, etc. 

This resampling method can also accommodate varying weights 
on pixels, similarly to the method described in [5]. This approach 
gives higher weight to pixels on high information regions, like 
edges or other busy regions. A more elaborate treatment of weighted 
pixels can be found in [ 111. 

IV. GRAY-LEVEL REQUANTIZATION 

Reduction of the gray-level range of an image such that the re- 
sulting picture will be as similar as possible to the original picture 
is considered. W e  use the match-distance to measure the quality of 
reduction of gray-level resolution, enabling the comparison of gray- 
level resolution to spatial resolution as will be done in the next 
chapter. 

This requantization method, first described in [3], can take an 
image in any gray-level range and transform it optimally to another 
image of the same size in any desired gray-level range. The benefit 
of this process is the cost it associates for the requantization. Such 
cost is unavailable with other requantization methods. The com- 
putational cost of arbitrary gray-level changes is high. More com- 
putationally efficient is the subproblem of the reduction of the gray- 
level range from [ 0, . , 2 N ] to [ 0, . , N 1. Repetition of 
this process will result in a binary halftone. 

Given a picture with gray-level range of [0, . , 2 N], reduc- 
ing the gray-level range to [ 0, . . , N ] is equivalent to leaving 
the range [0, . . . , 2N], but having only even gray levels, i.e.. 
[O-2,4, . . , 2N].Changingfromrangeof[0,2,4, ... ,2N] 
to [O, . . . ) N ] is accompl ished easily using a division by two. In 
order to change all gray levels to be even, only pixels with odd 
gray levels are considered. W e  pair together such pixels, and they 
exchange within each pair a white pebble for a black pebble. After 
such exchange, both pixels in the pair get an even gray level. W e  
should remember that the gray level is also the number of white 
pebbles at a pixel. 

The pairing of pixels with odd gray levels is done minimizing 
its cost: minimize the sum, over all pairs, of pairwise distances. 
As pairwise distances W C  consider the distance between the two 
pixels of the pair where the distance can be Euclidean, chessboard. 
city block, etc. 

The algorithm for reducing the gray-level range from [0, . . . 
2N] to [0, . . . , N ] is summarized as follows. 

1) Optimally pair pixels with odd gray level. Algorithms for 
such pairing will be discussed later. 

2) In all pairs, exchange one white pebble for a black pebble. 
The cost of such pairwise exchange is twice the distance between 
the pixels in the pair. After this step all gray levels are even. 

3) Divide the gray levels by two. 
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The following example can help to clarify the algorithm. Given 
the original picture: 

W e  pair the pixels with odd gray levels 

I 5 4 3-I 
I I 
7 5 4 3-l 

L 1 l-5 4 3 1 
I I 

15431 
I I 
I 5 4 3-I 

Within each pair we exchange a white for black pebble 

6 6 4 2-2 
I I 
8 4 4 4-O 

L I 

6-6 4 2 2 
I I 

84440 
I I 
6 6 4 2-2 

W e  now divide the resulting gray level by two to get the final re- 
quantization 

33211 

33211 

Step 1. which computes the minimal cost pairing. is the step with 
highest computational complexity. Good approximations to the 
minimal cost pairing can be found by heuristic methods, with linear 
time complexity [ 11, 191. Exact proof that this pairing algorithm 
finds the closest picture in terms of the minimal match-distance can 
be found in [3]. Example of the gray-level requantization is shown 
in Fig. 2. The process is an iterative process, where at each itera- 
tion the upper bound of the gray-level range is reduced by half. 

V. HYBRID SPATIAL AND GRAY-LEVEL RESOLUTION 

The tool of match-distance enables us to perform and compare 
different combinations of reduction of resolution. W e  regard the 
torai resolution of a picture as the number of bits used for its matrix 
representation. As an example, assume we wish to reduce by four 
the total resolution devoted to a picture of size 64 by 64 with 8 bits 
per pixel, denoted by (64 x 64 x 8). Some of the possibilities 
include pure spatial resolution reduction: (32 x 32 x 8); pure 
gray-level resolution reduction: (64 x 64 x 2); and two hybrid 
combinations: (37 x 37 x 6) and (45 x 45 x 4). The hybrid 
combinations do not give an exact reduction by four, but come very 
close. Given a picture and a desired total resolution reduction, the 
match distance can give us a tool to select among the different op- 
tions 

The hybrid resolution reduction can be formulated as follows. 
Given a set X = {.r,} of original pixels, N pebbles in each pixel. 
and a target picture Y = { J,} with K pebbles in each pixel. find 
the picture Y that will most resemble X. 

(a) 

Fig. 2. Comparing the original image with gray-level range [ 0. 2561 (a) 
with the last three iterations of the requantization algorithm: gray-level 
range [O. .4] (b). gray-level range [O. .2] (c), and gray-level range 
[O. .l] (d). 

Cc) 

(e) 

Fig. 3. Ditferent combinations of same total resolution reduction. All im- 
ages were spatially enlarged for display purposes to the size of the orig- 
inal picture. All reduced images need about the same number of bits for 
representation. (a) Original picture, size 144 X 144. gray-level range 
[O. .2.56]. (b) Pure spatial resolution reduction, SLze 48 X 48. gray- 
level range [O. .256]. (c) size X4 x 84, range [O. .4]. (d) size 72 X 
72. range [O. .8]. (e) size 60 x 60. range 10. ,161. 

The number of pebbles in X is / X( . N, and the number of peb- 
bles in Y is I Yl . K. As the number of pebbles in both pictures is 
different, ( X / ’ N # ( Y / K, we use their least common multiple, 
and find the smallest 01, 0, such that /XI . N . 01 = ( Yl . K . 0. 
W e  multiply the number of pebbles in each pixel of X by 01 (and 
have N . 01 pebbles per pixel), and the number of pebbles in each 
pixels of Y by fl (to have K . 6 pebbles per pixel ). W e  then map 
(a minimal cost mapping) the pebbles of X and Y. W e  perform this 
mapping under the constraint that pixels in Y get only k  . /3, (k = 
0. I, . . . ) K ) white pebbles. With this constraint, simple division 
of the number of pebbles in Y by p will result in the desired range 
of K pebbles per pixel. Without this constraint the division would 
result in fractions of white and black pebbles. 

The complexity of the algorithm to solve the mapping described 
above is very high, and at this moment we do not have an efficient 
algorithm to perform it completely. To get approximated results 
we use two stages. In the first stage, we change the spatial reso- 
lution using the linear program of Section III, and get N . ( X / 
pebbles at each pixel of Y. In the second stage, we use the halfton- 
ing technique of Section IV to reduce the number of pebbles to the 
desired K. Actually, if K 2 N, simple division is satisfactory. Only 
when K < N we have to use the halftoning technique. 

Fig. 3-4 show combined application of space and gray level res- 
olutions. Fig. 3 displays a portrait, while Fig. 4 is a texture picture. 
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(b) 

Cd) (e) 

Fig. 4. Same as Fig. 3. 

VI. CONCLUDING REMARKS 

This paper presents a hybrid treatment of resolution, and the 
possibilities in trading spatial for gray-level resolution and vice 
versa. The theoretical foundation of the match-distance is strong. 
but it is computationally very expensive. As future directions, Gi 
see either the simplification of the match-distance to a measure more 
easily computed,.or finding efficient and accurate estimates for the 
match-distance. W e  have no doubt, however, that this approach to _ _ 
the treatment of resolution will Drove useful to the future genera- 
tion of multiresolution methods. 
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Abstract-This correspondence summarizes a  study on two-dimen- 
sional l inear prediction models for image sequence processing and its 
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application to change detection and scene coding. The study was fo- 
cused on two major areas: Two-dimensional joint process model ing of 
interframe relationships, the derivation of computationally efficient 
matching algorithms and the implementat ion of a  block-adaptive in- 
terframe predictor for use in interframe predictive coding and change 
detection. In the presented approach, the spatial nonstationarity is 
handled by an  underlying quadtree segmentat ion structure. A maxi- 
m u m  likelihood criterion and a  simpler min imum variance criterion 
are discussed as detection and segmentat ion rules. 

The results of this research indicate that a  constrained joint process 
model  involving only a  single gain-parameter and a  shift parameter is 
the best tradeoff between performance and computat ional complexity. 

Zndex Terms-Change detection, image segmentat ion, image se- 
quence processing, quadtrees. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Image sequences capture not only static, but also dynamic aspects 
of a recorded scene. The evaluation or coding of image sequences 
therefore requires algorithms for extraction and interpretation of 
dynamic relations between successive frames in an image se- 
quence, such as velocity and shape of moving brightness patterns, 
as well as, changes in illumination. 

Algorithms facilitating the extraction of the above mentioned 
features from the pixel information can be split in two basic cate- 
gories. The first class of algorithms is based on the iterative com- 
putation and evaluation of optical flow fields [l]-[6] which de- 
scribe the distribution of apparent velocities of movement of 
brightness patterns in an image. Consequently, discontinuities in 
the optical flow can help segmenting images into regions that cor- 
respond to different objects [2], [3], [5]. In the optical flow con- 
cept, an inherent difficulty arises when the illumination changes 
with time. In this case, the continuity equation of optical flow [I] 
is violated which can cause serious errors in the estimated optical 
flow (displacement vector) field. 

Therefore, a second class of scene modeling algorithms which 
derives from the idea of correlating matching [7] has gained con- 
siderable importance. Recall that various types of different block 
matching (BM) algorithms [7]-[9] have been applied with great 
success in the domain of image sequence coding. The closer anal- 
ysis presented in this paper reveals that a larger number of recently 
proposed BM algorithms appear as special cases of a more general 
image sequence model in which the relationship between two suc- 
cessive frames in a sequence is modeled by a rccjo-dimmsionul block 
uduptive leust-squares joint proce.ss$lter [ lo]-[ 121. This approach 
can also be brought in relation with some previous work of other 
authors where linear predictiorz Nzvdels were applied with great 
success on the problem of intrufrume (in-field) image coding [13], 
[l4]. As an important novelty, we present the embedding of the 
described linear prediction models in an uduptive quadtree seg- 
mentation structure [ l5]-[ 171 which helps to handle spatial non- 
stationarities. In this concept. two segmentation rules arc dis- 
cussed. This is, first, a simple min imum variance detector and, 
second, we have extended the well-known generu/i:ed likelihood 
ratio (GLR) detector of Willsky and Jones [ 181 to the problem of 
change detection and spatial segmentation. 

The correspondence is organized as follows. In Section II, we 
provide the necessary definitions and properties to aid in the un- 
derstanding of the subsequent sections. A constrained joint process 
model is used for modeling of the relationships between subsequent 
images in a scene. In Section III, we present several approaches on 
the important problem of segmenting the interframe information 
into stationary regions of uniform size and shape utilizing a quud- 
free segmentation structure. Section IV discusses two applications 
of the theoretical results obtained in the earlier sections. 

II. THE CONSTRAINED JOINT PROCESS MODEL.  

This section reviews the basic concept of joint process estima- 
tion which is a well established linear prediction technique for de- 
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